
Using our phonics to help us read: 
Blend and segment known sounds for reading and spelling VC, CVC, CVCC.  

VC words: at, it. 
CVC words: mum, dog, pin, sat.  
CVCC words: milk, hump, sand.  
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food Something that people and animals eat that 
has minerals and vitamins in it  which the 
body uses for growth and energy.

woods A thick growth of trees.

biscuit A small baked, cake, which is crisp, flat, and 
sweet.

fruit The sweet and fleshy part of a tree or plant 
that has seeds and can be eaten.

bake  To cook food, usually in an oven. 

world The earth, together with all of its countries 
and people.

banquet A large meal or feast, where lots of people 
eat food together.

VocabularyKey Texts

I 

the 

 you 

your 

said 

 was

The Gingerbread Man  
By Mairi Mackinnon 

Run, run as fast as you can, you can't 
catch him, he's the Gingerbread Man! But 
although he may be able to out-run 
everyone, can the Gingerbread Man 
outwit the cunning fox?  

Handa's Surprise 
By Eileen Brown  

This is the story of Handa, who's part of the Luo 
tribe in south-west Kenya. Handa decides to take 
seven pieces of delicious fruit to her friend, 
Akeyo, who lives in the neighbouring village. But 
as Handa wonders, I wonder what fruit Akeyo will 
like best?, a series of sneaky animals steal 
something from Handa's basket, which she's 
carrying on her head... When Handa reaches 
Akeyo, will she have anything left to offer her 
friend?

Oliver’s Vegetables 
By Vivian French 

Oliver only eats chips and definitely not 
vegetables. However his Gran and Grandpa’s 
garden is full of vegetables. When Oliver comes 
to stay Grandpa comes up with an ingenious way 
to encourage him to try some of the vegetables. 
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